GALERIE BERNAU
20!80
Call for applications for the 2022 program of GALERIE BERNAU
Application deadline: May 31, 2021
Blind spots
That we are so divided keeps us together
you there me here - we are on a different journey:
Yours has been mine it will still come
two blind spots in the present
that belongs to us like dreams before awakening
when we already know that we are dreamers
that plays with us a little while in the winds
until each one finds itself here and there.
(Ulla Hahn)

Even if we are at a perceived standstill, the clock still keeps ticking. With the motto 20!80, Galerie
Bernau looks to the future with its 2022 program.
The title 20!80 contains both the idea of the year "2080" and the reference to the "80/20 rule". This
rule is also known as the "iceberg model", where only the tip of an iceberg is visible and the larger
part, lies invisible beneath the surface of the water.
The image we have of both the world and ourselves is composed of different layers of perception:
we are always on the threshold of the future.
Currently, the pandemic casts a dark shadow over our sense of togetherness and magnifies existing
precariousness, such as poverty and loneliness. Social movements such as Black Lives Matter,
#indivisible, #metoo and Fridays for Future are challenging long-defunct paradigms in our
environment. In what direction and how far will these movements make waves?
With 20!80, the gallery calls for visionary views.
For the annual program 2022: 20!80, we look forward to receiving applications from visual artists of
all ages and from all areas of the visual arts, residing in Brandenburg and Berlin.
The completed application form and supporting documents should be sent to: galerie@bestbernau.de by May 31, 2021. The application form and detailed application information can be found
at: www.galerie-bernau.de.

